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Protecting Your Rights 
While Minimizing Exposure 
When Operating Online

How the Internet has Impacted 
Business Compliance Concerns

Adam Bialek
Partner 
New York

Objectives

• Increase in online business activity

• Understanding of Online Risks

• Risk Mitigation
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The Rush to Get Online Since COVID
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▷ Year Over Year Sales Online
▷ June 2020 - Up 76.2%

▷ July 2020 – Up 55%

▷ August 2020 – Up 42%

▷ September 2020 – Up 43%

▷ Adobe Analytics predicted US Online holiday sales will total $189 
Billion, shattering all previous records with a 33% year over year 
increase, or otherwise equal to two years’ growth in one season.
▷ Cyber Week, the 5-day period between Thanksgiving and Cyber Monday 

broke e-commerce records with consumers spending $34.4 Billion during 
that period alone, a 20.7 percent increase year over year.
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The COVID-19 IMPACT
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The Rush to Get Online Since COVID
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▷ Surveys and data show this will increase.  
▷ CommerceHub –

▷ 67% find it more convenient to buy online in stores.  

▷ 89% plan to continue spending about the same or more online at least 
through November.

▷ DigitalCommerce360.com –
▷ BOPIS sales in August increased 59% compared to July, and an 

astonishing 259% compared to August of 2019.

▷ Bottom Line – More online activity is focusing more business 
efforts on websites and social media.

The Rush to Get Online Since COVID
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Operating Online
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Structural Creation and Maintenance 
Domain Name Registration
Rights to Creation of Website and Content – Developer Agreement
Licensing of Third-Party Technology Used on Website
Data Security
Privacy
Web Accessibility

Operating Online
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Rules of Use
Terms and Conditions
Visitor Conditions/Acceptable Conduct Policy
Privacy Policies
Terms of Sale

Operating Online
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Content Management
Copyrights
Trademarks and Trade Dress
Rights of Publicity and Privacy
Veracity of Statements/Accuracy/Compliance with Advertising Rules
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Operating Online
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Notices
Disclaimers
Advertising Notices
Accessibility Policy

Operating Online
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Special Circumstances
Child Protection
 Industry Guidance and Rules
Health
FDA
Alcohol and Dangerous Substances

 Interactivity, Control over Chat/Feedback and Defamation
DMCA Safe Harbors and Agent Registration

Location of Visitors and Compliance with Local Laws
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Takeaways

• Online business is increasing

• Attention to detail and rules is as important, if not more so, when 
dealing with an online presence versus a traditional brick and mortar 
location.

• Haste Makes Waste – Do not delegate to inexperienced staff without 
supervision

• Periodically review your website and social media accounts

• Procure insurance to protect you from online exposures
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INSIGHT
Embedding in a State of Flux: New York Courts Challenge Decade Old
Reasoning from the Ninth Circuit

November 10, 2020
Authors: Adam R. Bialek, Sarah Fink

For more than a decade, under the protection developed by the Ninth Circuit in Perfect 10,
Inc. v. Amazon, Inc., 508 F.3d 1146 (9th Cir. 2007), website operators used content from other
sites using in-line links or embeds, while skirting copyright infringement lawsuits. These
operators argued that the Ninth Circuit’s “Server Test” created a loophole that protected them
from violating copyright law since the website operator never hosted the content on its
server, but merely provided directions for the user to �nd the content on the internet, while
seemingly staying focused on the website’s page. 

In 2018, the protective wall created by the Server Test started to show some cracks when a
judge sitting in the Southern District of New York within the Second Circuit, in Goldman v.
Breitbart, declined to adopt the Server Test and found that embedding content could be
considered a violation of the copyright owner’s display right. Judges sitting in New York courts
have continued the trend started in Goldman and recently have been �nding for copyright
owners when embedding is at issue. 

Sharing and reposting photographs on social media is as technically easy as a cut and paste
of a photo or a URL. The environment of many social media sites makes it feel natural and
even desirable to share and repost photographs that originally appeared on others’ sites and
pages. But user beware: it is fairly well established that absent fair use, a simple cut and paste
of a copyrighted photograph from a social media post into another webpage could be a
violation of copyright. However, the issue of embedding a link to a copyrighted photo is less
settled and a divide in the circuit courts of appeal, which appears to be in the o�ng, may
require consideration by the U.S. Supreme Court. 

The Initial Crack in the Server Test 
The Second Circuit, which includes the district courts that sit in New York, and the Ninth
Circuit, which includes the district courts that sit in California, are arguably the most
important in the country for the development of the laws concerning social media. On the
issue of embedding, the Ninth Circuit has held that pasting a link (or using specialized coding)
to a webpage with copyrighted material, i.e., “embedding,” is not copyright infringement
because the host of the embedded link does not make a copy of the original webpage;
instead, the link sends the reader to the server with the original copy of the copyrighted
material.  

On February 15, 2018, in Goldman v. Breitbart, Judge Katherine B. Forrest, then of the U.S.
District Court for the Southern District of New York, rejected defendants’ motion for partial
summary judgment and called into question the applicability and rationale behind the 2007
ruling in Perfect 10. The Server Test advanced in Perfect 10 had underpinned the growth of
websites o�ering content that used images stored on other websites through in-line linking,
framing and embedding – coding techniques that permit the display of content served from
other sources. 
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In Goldman, the court noted that under the de�nitions in section 101 of the Copyright Act, to
display a work publicly means “to transmit … a … display of the work … by means of any
device or process.” The court further explained that “to transmit a display is to ‘communicate
it by any device or process whereby images or sounds are received beyond the place from
where they are sent.’” Finding that the statute was plainly drafted with the intent to include
the circumstances found in Goldman, the court noted that “devices and processes are further
de�ned to mean ones ‘now known or later developed.’” Since it was claimed that the Goldman
defendants’ websites actively took steps to “display” the image (by coding the website to call
up the image), the court found that the defendants employed a “process” to display the work.
In other words, the court declined to adopt the Server Test. 

While Judge Forrest denied the Goldman defendants’ defense based on the Server Test, she
did not determine liability for the plainti� on the motion. She noted that in Goldman, there
“are genuine questions about whether plainti� e�ectively released his image into the public
domain when he posted it to his Snapchat account.” She also noted that there was a “very
serious and strong fair use defense, a defense under the Digital Millennium Copyright Act,
and limitations on damages from innocent infringement.”  

Since Goldman resolved outside of court after the motion was denied, the Second Circuit
never had the opportunity to consider the reasoning behind Judge Forrest’s decision. Lacking
a viable defense under the Server Test, defendants began to argue that their use of images
that had originally appeared on social media sites were licensed uses and permitted under
the terms of the social media site. But, the Southern District of New York, with an assist from
certain social media sites, has extended the impact that Goldman started in challenging the
Perfect 10 Server Test and has been consistent in �nding for the plainti�, absent a showing of
fair use. 

Recent Embed Rulings 
In two recent cases, the District Court for the Southern District of New York has been
presented with license defenses pro�ered by defendants in copyright cases based on
embedding links to photographs on social media. Zi� Davis v. Sinclair (No. 18-790); McGucken
v. Newsweek (No. 19-9617). In both cases, the court considered embedding a link to a
photograph that originally appeared in a post on an Instagram account. In both cases, the
defendant media outlets (Sinclair and Newsweek) argued that Instagram had granted it a
sublicense to the copyrighted photograph based on language in the boilerplate Terms of Use
and policies that a user agrees to when posting on Instagram. And, in both cases, the court
explained that the Terms of Use and other policies of Instagram granted Instagram the right
to sublicense a photo posted to it, but that there was no evidence that Instagram had actually
granted a sublicense to the defendant. Instagram also recently released a statement to the
e�ect that it does not automatically grant a sublicense to users. (See, e.g., “Instagram Just
Threw Users of Its Embedding API Under the Bus,” June 4, 2020, Arstechnica.com.) 

Instagram, Facebook and Twitter all use language in their Terms of Use that grants the
platform a license to posted material and the right to sublicense anything posted on the site.
Pinterest goes further and explicitly grants a license to Pinterest and its users to “repin” an
original post with copyrighted material, but only on the Pinterest platform. The relevant
language from the Pinterest Terms of Use sets forth: 

You grant Pinterest and our users a non-exclusive, royalty-free, transferable, sublicensable,
worldwide license to use, store, display, reproduce, save, modify, create derivative works,
perform, and distribute your User Content on Pinterest solely for the purposes of operating,
developing, providing, and using Pinterest.  

More copyright infringement cases based on embedding links are being �led every day. For
example, on October 22, 2020, a group of six plainti�s sued Buzzfeed for embedding links to
copyrighted photos on its website. Hunley et al. v. Buzzfeed, Inc., S.D.N.Y. No. 20-8844. Each
of the photos was initially posted on the photographer’s individual Instagram account. Wisely,
that group chose to sue in the Southern District of New York, where it appears to be a given
that the case will not be dismissed based on a theory of implied sublicense and where the
Server Test likely does not apply. 

But Fair Use Is Still a Viable Defense 
However, as Judge Forrest initially noted in Goldman, there remain issues of fair use that
need to be addressed. Fair use is still a valid defense under certain circumstances. For
example, in Boesen v. United Sports Publications (E.D.N.Y. No. 20-1552), plainti� Boesen



claimed that United Sports Publications violated his copyright by embedding a link to an
Instagram post that included a photograph taken and copyrighted by Boesen in the Long
Island Tennis Magazine’s website. The court, however, found that the use of the embedded
content was fair use and dismissed the case. Judge Ross explained that the article was about
the original Instagram post, which included the photograph and was the medium by which
the subject of the photograph announced her retirement from professional tennis. The
alleged o�ending article was not about the contents of the photograph and therefore it was
viewed as a transformative fair use. 

Conclusion 
For now, it appears that Southern District of New York judges are leaning toward accepting
Judge Forrest’s analysis of embedding and taking a limited view of the licenses granted by
social media sites. Until this issue reaches the Second Circuit, where a�rmance will give rise
to a con�ict with the Ninth Circuit on the Server Test, website owners and operators will need
to be careful when embedding content on their websites, even when using the embed feature
of a website.
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Adam Bialek is co-chair of Wilson Elser’s Intellectual Property practice and a member of the
�rm’s Information Governance Leadership Committee. His nationwide team of highly
quali�ed attorneys o�ers clients a full range of IP and cyber/media legal services. Adam is
experienced with all facets of intellectual property law, internet law, art law, data security and
privacy, and cyber/media risk matters, including insurance coverage pertaining to these
areas. Clients rely on Adam for his extensive experience with cutting-edge internet-based
issues and his success in using innovative tactics to enforce client rights. In addition, Adam
combines the knowledge of an in-house counsel with his position in a leading national �rm to
enhance the role of outside general counsel to his IP clients. 

Under Adam’s leadership, Wilson Elser’s IP team serves numerous high-pro�le and
prestigious U.S. and global clients. Additionally, they prosecute and defend lawsuits involving
copyrights, trademarks, patents, trade secrets and trade libel, and data breaches. The team
also pursues domain name registration in countries around the world and prepares software
licenses. 

Adam uses his considerable talents to operate a public charity for the prevention of neural
tube birth defects and is a member of the Board of Regents for Winthrop University Hospital
in Mineola, NY. He serves on several committees of the hospital’s Board of Trustees, including
the Marketing Committee and the Information Technology Committee.

Areas of Focus
Cyber / Media 
 Adam and his team regularly perform proactive, detailed website audits for infringing
materials and compliance with state and federal laws. They counsel clients on intellectual
property–related issues, negotiate rights protection and transfer agreements, and prepare
internet-related documents (Terms of Use, Privacy Policies and Terms of Sale). Adam also
prepares social media policies that help ensure online communications are compliant with
the law and company messaging. In addition, he counsels clients on obtaining necessary
rights and clearances for content. Adam prosecutes and defends lawsuits involving
reputational risks, defamation and trade libel, and addresses media and First Amendment
issues arising out of internet-related communications. He also defends claims of violations of
rights of privacy, publicity and promotion, data breaches, and website inaccessibility pursuant
to the Americans with Disabilities Act and similar state statutes.

Intellectual Property 
In litigating IP cases, Adam e�ectively resolves infringement actions for both rights holders
and defendants, including copyright, trademark, trade dress, trade secret and patent
infringement matters; false advertising; trade libel; rights of privacy and publicity; data
breaches; domain name disputes; and complex international counterfeiting matters. Adam
actively counsels clients in intellectual property rights planning and execution, including
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registration and licensing of trademarks, preparation of license agreements for software and
other works, and brand building. He audits company practices and websites for compliance
with state and federal laws and prepares internet-related documents such as terms of use,
privacy policies and terms of sale.

Technology 
Data is only as good as a user’s ability to retrieve and use it, and technological issues can
seriously thwart that ability. Adam and his team regularly address claims involving data that is
lost, stolen, compromised or unrecoverable, often through the fault of a technology provider.
Adam defends claims of failed implementations of hardware or software, defects in software
or �rmware, and technology providers’ negligence and breach of duty. In addition, Adam
prepares software license agreements, cloud service provider agreements, health portal
agreements and technology transfer agreements. Further, he counsels technology companies
on risk and crisis management.

General Counsel Services 
Adam has served as outside general counsel for several businesses, including an
international networking organization, several Internet companies, and manufacturing, water
puri�cation and other types of companies. Adam uses the considerable resources of Wilson
Elser to expand the services he can o�er these clients, from employment issues to major
business decisions. Demonstrating this full-service approach, Adam has assisted in obtaining
economic development grants and bene�ts to help grow his clients’ businesses. In addition,
he has resolved disputes among feuding partners, has investigated and assisted in the
prosecution of embezzlement claims, and has been involved in several restructurings. When
small businesses cannot a�ord an internal legal department, Adam works with them to help
protect their assets and build value while complying with the law.
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